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Meeting Agenda

Creating Alpha Factors to inform Investment Decisions using Alternative Data

The importance of alternative data in

systematic quantitative finance investment

decisions

Alternative data
Text, Audio, and Video

An overview of the methods to find useful

information inside text to assist investment

decisions and a specific implementation of

BERT.

Quant methods for text-based data
Natural Language Processing

Evolving organizational considerations from a

POC to a vision for TRS Minimum Viable

Product including MLOps.

TRS NLP Journey
Organizational considerations, MLOps, and Roadmap
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Fundamental data vs alterative data; why alternative data is critical?
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Most Primary Source data – videos, audios, text – is unstructured.

How much data is created in last 2 years?

In the last two years alone, 90% of the world's data has been

created. 2.5 quintillion bytes of data is produced by humans every

day. Most of this data is unstructured data.

What data do investors care about?

Investors care about Primary Source Data. One of the sources

of primary data is Earnings Call. It is well established that

information conveyed on earnings call moves market.

Material information is conveyed on these calls.
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Natural Language Processing (NLP)
4

Major Events in the history of text processing

1990s 1998s 2000s 2010s 2013s 2018

Rule Based NLP
Hard coded rules about a language. 

Extremely poor performance, fragile 

and exponentially complex.

TF-IDF Word Count
Numerical statistic to reflect how 

important a word is to a document.

Probabilistic Language Model
Bengio et al. introduced "learning a 

distributed representation for words“.

Deep Learning (Vision)
Computer Vision started to emerge as 

a clear winner with papers such as 

Yann LeCun et.al 1998-CNN. (He is 

now Chief AI Scientist as FB). NLP no-

where on the SOTA scene yet.

Word Embedding Toolkit
In 2013, a team at Google led by 

Tomas Mikolov created word2vec, a 

word embedding toolkit, which can 

train vector space models faster than 

the previous approaches.

Transformers e.g., BERT
Published in 2018 by Jacob Devlin and 

his colleagues from Google. Google uses 

BERT to understand user searches.

Google Search Example: https://www.blog.google/products/search/search-language-understanding-bert/

https://www.blog.google/products/search/search-language-understanding-bert/
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Why quants started word counting? Beginning of the NLP Journey. 

Natural Language Processing: Field to quantify alternative text data.

“I think from our perspective, we’ve always viewed this business as attractive in

terms of its core business of ….”

- Seagate Technology Chairman & CEO Stephen J. Luczo
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Time Series sentiment analysis of transcripts

Of all the words are more positive in company’s latest

earnings transcripts than those in the previous period

transcript.

+6%
Percent positive words Percent negative words
How positive is the Earnings 
transcript?

How negative is the earnings 
transcript?

Example of positive and negative word count

Every word is reduced to “root” word to be counted. Words such as

“organization”, “organize”, “organized” are reduced to “organ”.

Counts pre-defined positive and negative words. This approach is

context blind.

Loughran McDonald (S&P Global, Wolfe NLP Feed) 
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NLP Reduces Financial Text to Investment Factors

Calendar Q2 2017 Earnings Call. Conference Call, 26 April 2017 (96 words)

“I think from our perspective, we’ve always viewed this business as attractive in terms of its core

business of selling into OEMs as well as servicing cloud service providers at one level, but really the

opportunity to, I think, as architectures evolve and different customer needs evolve, to have the

capability to optimize the devices either at a device level, at the subsystem level or the systems level,

and if you do not have the software capability to do that, you cannot take advantage of what we think

would be potentially significantly long-term trend.”

- Seagate Technology Chairman & CEO Stephen J. Luczo

Are things going well?

Yes, and we don’t mind talking about it in a concise manner.

Are things NOT going well?

Yes, but things are not going well because X happened and

caused Y then after. It will get well again after A, B, C is in

place. Our strategic reports indicate the change is imminent.



TRS NLP Journey
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Organizational Considerations
Driven by the “new” business needs

Data Engineer

• Gathers, cleans, process, and 
prepares raw data. 

• Technology: Python or ETL 
pipeline data engineer.

Data Scientist

• Manages predictive model 
algorithms on datasets in order to 
make business decisions.

• Technology: Spark, Sklearn, 
Tensorflow, Pytorch, MLFlow

MLOps

• Responsible for deploying machine 
learning models for Inference.

• Technology: Python, Pipeline ETL 
DataOps, MLFlow, Docker, Azure ML

Legal & Compliance

• Goes through the dataset 
licenses to ensure L&C approval. 

• Licenses: CCA 4.0, various BSD 
and MIT license.
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TRS NLP Journey

TRS Roadmap:
• completed PoC ✅
• Results brought to investment management committee.
• Industry moving is this direction. So, the agency is making modest investments in this direction.
• Additionally, agency is making modest investments in skill and technology.
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Vision for scalable MLOps across Workspaces



POC FinBERT Results
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Transcript NLP Project

Earning transcripts data from Capital IQ (CIQ)

• Data Ingestion Complete

• Compute Requested

• Alpha Testing, next.

Transcripts NLP Filings – 10K, 8K PD – Default Prob. Other Languages

• Ensemble of NLP and 
Merton Model

• Topic Classification Model 
next.

• Focused on Fundamental 
Analysts

• Chinese BERT

• Other EM, EAFEC  
Languages
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Transcripts Project

Transcripts Project Roadmap

• Investment Universe – MSCI USA 650

• Input Factors –

• Sentiments

• Number of Filings

• Readability

• Event Abnormal Returns

• Model Building –

• 5-year rolling window to predict 1

months ahead stock returns.

BERT Transcripts Model

• Investment Universe – Russell 3000 index

• Input Factors –

• Sentiments

• Number of Filings

• Readability

• Event Abnormal Returns

• Model Building –

• 5-year rolling window to predict 1

months ahead stock returns.

BERT Transcripts Model
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Dictionary based NLP vs Word Embedding NLP 

Loughran McDonald dictionary is used by S&P Global, Wolfe, other financial NLP data vendors.

Context based model attends to prefix, suffix,
noun-pronouns, and financial keywords in
financial domain.

(Financial) words are mapped to numeric 
vectors in high dimension space.

Word Embeddings

Dictonary-based models are easy to
communicate with word counts.
However, count based models are not
accurate as “apple” and “Apple” are one word.

L&M Dictionary is easy to communicate 
but is not aware of context.

Dictionary Based
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Why word embeddings are more accurate than count of words?

Every word is reduced to “root” word to be counted. Words such as

“organization”, “organize”, “organized” are reduced to “organ”.

Counts pre-defined positive and negative words. This approach is

context blind.

One-to-one vector representation for every word. This is a very

powerful concept as it allows vector math on word representations.

However, it has a big shortcoming. A financial institution (“Bank”)

has same word vector as a river “bank” as each word has single

lookup.

Loughran McDonald (S&P Global, Wolfe NLP Feed) Word Embeddings such as Word2Vec

Word Embeddings
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How to visualize a word vector?
16

Source: https://www.socher.org/index.php/Main/ImprovingWordRepresentationsViaGlobalContextAndMultipleWordPrototypes

Richard Socher was the chief scientist at Salesforce where he lead the teams working on fundamental research.

Word Vector: High dimension vector representation of words. The unsupervised model learns word vectors by looking at the adjacent words. Certain words have similar

context which is analogous to the quantitative concept that certain factors have similar exposures. Example sentences that occur together such as “woman gave birth” or

“queen gave birth” share the same context. In contrast, language most likely will not have examples as “man gave birth” or “king gave birth”. So, context drives word vectors.

https://www.socher.org/index.php/Main/ImprovingWordRepresentationsViaGlobalContextAndMultipleWordPrototypes
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How can we make better contextual predictions? 

BERT solves the problem of earlier neural networks where each

word got one vector representation. With BERT, each word will have

a different vector representation based on its spellings and its

context.

When we turn the word “bank: into a vector, the resulting vector

will be based on the word and its context. This gives us a context

aware model for any NLP task such as sentiment analysis.

BERT Embeddings River “Bank” vs Financial institution “Bank” vs Power “Bank”

BERT adds context to word embeddings
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Benchmark Dataset – Evaluation Metrics

PhraseBank Dataset source: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1307.5336.pdf

Financial Phrasebank consists of 4,845 English sentences selected randomly from financial news found on LexisNexis database. These sentences then

were annotated by 16 people with background in finance and business. The annotators were asked to give labels according to how they think the

information in the sentence might affect the mentioned company stock price.

Operating profit totalled EUR 21.1 mn , up from EUR 18.6 mn in

2007 , representing 9.7 % of net sales .@positive

Jan. 6 -- Ford is struggling in the face of slowing truck and SUV sales

and a surfeit of up-to-date , gotta-have cars .@negative

The terms and conditions of the year 2003 stock option scheme

were published in a stock exchange release on 31 March 2003

.@neutral

Financial PhraseBank from Malo et al. 2014 Finetuning examples

Positive, 
28.1%

Neutral, 
59.5%

Negative, 
12.4%

Positive Neutral Negative

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1307.5336.pdf
mailto:.@positive
mailto:.@negative
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Model Setup - BERT Pre-training and Fine-tuning
19

MJ-FinBERT Model

Pre-Train 
Loss

Fine-Tuning 
Loss

Pre- Trained BERT Model

Source: google

Domain specific documents

Source: Reuters TRC2 Dataset

MJ-FinBERT

Use Weights 
& BiasesData for Fine-Tuning

Source: PhraseBank Dataset Finetuning MJ-FinBERT

Step 1: Unsupervised Pre-Training
Step 2: Supervised Fine-Tuning

Future Steps

Transcripts

Fine Tuned MJ-FinBERT

Alpha Testing

Sources:  google BERT model - https://github.com/google-research/bert ; Reuters TRC2 Dataset - https://trec.nist.gov/data/reuters/reuters.html; 
PhraseBank Dataset - https://arxiv.org/pdf/1307.5336.pdf ; Earnings Transcripts – Capital IQ; Code – https://github.com/huggingface/transformers; 

https://github.com/google-research/bert
https://trec.nist.gov/data/reuters/reuters.html
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1307.5336.pdf
https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
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Comparison of Count word model vs word Embedding model

Loughran McDonald dictionary: word count model MJ-FinBERT Results: Financial context aware model



APPENDIX
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Trade off between accuracy and complexity

Unstructured data brings added complexity. Nevertheless, resources such as GPUs and deep learning researchers help.

BERT inference needs neural network to compute context

word vectors. So, it ideally needs GPU resources to run.

However, GPUs are cheap these days.

It also adds complexity during training time, because it is

learning the financial domain context.

GPU Compute Requirements

Complexity

BERT and its successors improved scores on number of NLP

tasks such as finding topics, sentiments, text search.

Each layer represents a high order representation of the text.

For example, the first layer is a simple representation of

sentence. But later layers are more complex and perform the

task of missing word (MASK word task)

Contextual Embedding Model

Accuracy
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Where we are now? Robo-surveillance shifts tone of CEO earnings calls

Source: https://www.ft.com/content/ca086139-8a0f-4d36-a39d-409339227832; Published on December 5, 2020

Financial Times Report

“Managers of firms with higher expected machine readership exhibit more

positivity and excitement in their vocal tones, justifying the anecdotal

evidence that managers increasingly seek professional coaching to improve

their vocal performances along the quantifiable metrics,” the paper said.

Example: ‘Au revoir to our profitability' versus 'we recorded a loss' reads

better in count-based NLP model.

By Robin Wigglesworth

https://www.ft.com/content/ca086139-8a0f-4d36-a39d-409339227832
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Why vendors such as S&P Global fail to evolve? Is it compute, really?
24

Reason cited by David Pope, MD of Quant Research S&P Global - “state-of-the-art approach is computationally intensive”.

Source (2018): NLP Unlocks New Frontier in Corporate Earnings Statement Analysis - S&P Global Intelligence - David Pope

Our clients continue to pay big 
$amt annually!



PPR: Proposed Project Request
WHO?

WHY NOW?

WHAT?
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POC Clearance L&C POC Started POC Finished Management 
Decision

Additional 
Investments

Non-Prod
Project

Feb/2021 Apr/2021 May/2021 Nov/2021 Feb/2022 Aug/2022 Dec/2022

Completed POC

Results brought to investment management committee.

Industry moving is this direction. So, the agency is making modest investments in this direction.

Additionally, agency is making modest investments in skill and technology.

TRS NLP Journey



DATA INGESTION
Ingest data from IMD 

TRSINVSQLCLAR

BATCH INFERENCE
GPU Batch Inference

NVIDIA V100 Compute
e.g., RHEL Box

FACTOR FEED
Input for existing process

to load factors in
TRSINVSQLP01

GPU to ingest data and upload Factor Feed based on a new Machine Learning Service Account with existing AD based RBAC
On-Prem solution for intermediate architecture. Next slide goes over Cloud Migration

PHASE 1 - Machine Learning Feed On-Prem; subject to Infra & Info Sec Approvals

1 2 3



PROCESS FLOW - OWNERSHIP
Data  Size Reduces Top to Bottom

DATA INGEST

ML BATCH

FACTOR

ALPHA

Operationalize Machine Learning Assets such as Models, Parameters such as Batch Size etc. – Research Env to Staging to Production.
Quality Assurance and Production Monitoring.

ML OPS – New*

Ingestion from IMD 
Databases using Middle 
Layer API. 

IMD IT

Factor Feed is loaded 
back in CLARIFI Tables

IMD IT - BAU

MLOps to support IMD 
Quant Team who finally 
own the ML Models

MLOPS

IMD Business already owns 
Alpha Testing Process.

IMD BUSINESS

10 MB

10 MB

10 GB

10 MB



PHASE 2 – TARGET AZURE ARCH.
Phase 2 – Azure Components

After Storage Strategy is 
implemented, storage will move to 
ADLS

After Compute strategy is 
implemented, the GPU Compute 
will move to that such as Azure 
Container Instance

After Secret Server Sync with 
KeyVault is implemented, it will be 
incorporated.



ML ACCESS CONTROL & PERMISSIONS
Access managed through Active Directory and RBAC



PHASE 2 – TARGET AZURE ARCH.
Phase 2 – Creating ML Workspace

In the Microsoft Azure portal, 
create a new Machine Learning 
resource, specifying the 
subscription, resource group and 
workspace name.

Alternatively, use the Azure 
Command Line Interface (CLI) with 
the Azure Machine Learning CLI 
extension.

Use the Azure Machine Learning 
Python SDK to run code that 
creates a workspace.



PHASE 2 – TARGET AZURE ARCH.
Phase 2 – ML at Scale with Full MLOps

• Scalable Compute
• Data Storage connectivity to ingest data from say, snowflake.
• ML Workflow Automation to automate Training, Deployment, Management
• Model Registration, Management and Deployment

FUTURE STATE AZURE MACHINE LEARNING SERVICE



MLOps Tracking Changes b/w Phase-1 & 2
MLFlow to track experiments, audit runs etc.



NEXT STEPS

Roadmap Document to include: 
* Training Session w/ IMD IT, if reqd.
* MLOps Demo, if reqd.
* Knowledge Transfer Business (e.g., Chris, Ryan, Sunny)

* Finding and solving challenges for Infra, IT SEC and all stakeholders.



•Roadmap to include 
• Timelines - setting timelines based on prior project. 
• Leverage Technology - options for technology.. Azure or ON 

Prem
• Project - monthly newsletter to all stakeholders where we 

are.. and Monitor Success and Communicate
• Communication - Regular status reports to ED&A and 

anyone else you want me to keep in the loop.
• Trainings - Lunch and Learn session to go over MLFlow 

MLOps usage for Zak's team to attend and get curious. 
• MLOps Gap - Design a MLOps system for the first steps into 

production. 



On-Prem

Azure

TRSINVSQLCLAR – OnPrem
TRSINVSQLP01 – OnPrem

GPU VM On-Prem

TRSINVSQLP01 – OnPrem
TRSINVSQLCLAR – OnPrem

GPU VM Azure

Trade-Offs between the ML On-Prem vs ML on Azure solution. Storage, Connectivity, RBAC, Data Transfer, Workspaces etc.



Model Registry allows Easy Transitions



For Transcripts use case, 1300 
Companies over 10 Years load 
is benchmarked at 48 hours of 

Compute time.

INITIAL 
LOAD

For Transcripts use case, 1300 
companies for daily load is 
benchmarked at under 1 
minute Compute Time.

DAILY 
LOAD

Compute Clusters are not required for the initial 3-5 Machine 
Learning Use Cases. Auto Scaling will be required when we 

have a bigger ML Team and other projects.

AUTO SCALING NOT A CURRENT REQMT.

RECOMMENDATIONS
On-Prem vs On Azure



MLFlow to be used for MLOps

Experiment tracking, Model Management and Deployment
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What is NLP and what can you do with NLP?

40

Use Cases
NLP encompasses a variety of tasks, including:

Parts of Speech Tagging
Identifying Nouns, Verbs, 

Adjectives, etc. 

Sentence Classification
Classifying sentences into labels 

such as negative, positive, 

cashflow, revenue, etc.

Topic Modeling
Categorizing the documents 

into various topics such as 

Politics, Finance etc.

Named Entity Recognition
Identify Person Names, 

Organizations, Locations, etc.

Languages: English, Chinese, German

Corpus such as Books, Filings

Sentences

Tokens

NLP: Natural Language Processing
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Additional benefits of Contextual Models
41

Systematic Quant Investment analysis sliced and diced by Geography, Sectors, Analysts, and Topic Keywords.

Aggregation by Geography – Similar context
Quantifying Language models of a specific geography
such as Chinese for EM, others for EAFEC reveal
trends of overall sentiment shift of a geography.

Aggregating by Sectors - Classification
Similarly, quantifying text data reveal the specific
sector trend such as Airline Industry, Consumer
Services, Materials, Retailers.

Aggregating by favorable analysts - NER

Playing Favorites paper by HBS Lauren Cohen and
Dong Lou. Firms that call on more favorable analysts
experience more negative future earnings surprises
and more future earnings restatements.

Aggregating by Cash Flow, Distress  - Topics

Categorizing the documents into various topics such 

as Free Cash Flow, Bankruptcy etc.
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Natural Language Processing: Fast Evolving Field

Shortcomings of Count Based Models
One can not infer much with counts of “words”
without differentiating between “apple” and “Apple”.

Deep Learning & Transfer Learning
Context based language Models for multiple language
tasks to avoid overfitting.

BERT and Other Transformer Models
Attention based mechanisms to attend to sub-words,
co-references, and multiple meanings in that context.

Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers

BERT was an improvement over these papers:

• Google ELMO: https://arxiv.org/abs/1802.05365

• OpenAI GPT: https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/openai-assets/research-

covers/language-unsupervised/language_understanding_paper.pdf

• Google Research BERT Repo (fork) : https://github.com/MohitJuneja/bert

BERT Paper Source: https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.04805 published in Oct 2018 by Google

https://arxiv.org/abs/1802.05365
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/openai-assets/research-covers/language-unsupervised/language_understanding_paper.pdf
https://github.com/MohitJuneja/bert
https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.04805
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How to avoid overfitting?

GLUE Scores solve for overfitting. NER models can’t be good at NER. So, with transfer learning one evaluates tasks which aren’t used in training.

GLUE Human Baseline at #14.

One might get confused how the models can

outperform a human? After all, if one set of

humans created the true labels then shouldn’t

another set of humans produce the same

result? However, performance varies widely

such as SAT/GMAT scores overtime and

against peers.

#14

43

Source: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1BrOdjJgky7FfeiwC_VDURZuRPUFUAz_jfczPPT35P00/edit#gid=70328292

What is GLUE Leaderboard? General Language Understanding Evaluation benchmark is a collection of datasets used for training, evaluating and analyzing NLP models relative to

one another, with the goal of driving “research in development of general and robust natural language understanding systems”. The collection consists of nine “difficult and

diverse” task datasets designed to test a model’s language understanding, and is crucial to understanding how transfer learning models like BERT are evaluated.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1BrOdjJgky7FfeiwC_VDURZuRPUFUAz_jfczPPT35P00/edit#gid=70328292
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Metrics: GLUE Leaderboard [ source: https://gluebenchmark.com/leaderboard ]

General Language GLUE Leaderboard – To avoid overfitting

https://gluebenchmark.com/leaderboard
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Language and Neural Networks – Tokenization during pre-training

Recurrent Neural Networks (2010 to 2017) 

Tokenize

Apple had a great quarter

“Apple had a great third quarter”

third
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RNN Shortcomings – Slow and Small Sentences length; Not good for Long Range

Apple had a great quarter

V

Encoder

V

Encoder

V

Encoder

V

Encoder

V

Encoder

Final Hidden State

Decoder

Apple

Decoder

had …
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Attention Decoder Idea – Attend to all hidden states.
Apple had a great quarter

V

Encoder

V

Encoder

V

Encoder

V

Encoder

V

Encoder

Attn.
Decoder

Queries Hidden States
Key-Value
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Attention – Similar Changes to Encoder – Pre-training tasks: Masking and NSP

Apple had a great quarter

Attn.
Decoder

Query

Attn.
Encoder

V

Apple … … … …

V
Output 

Probabilities

Softmax

Hidden States
(Value)

Key

V V V V

Query
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Language Understanding – Example for Masking and NSP
49

Next Sentence Prediction (NSP)

Sentence 1
[CLS] Apple had a great [MASK] quarter [SEP]

Sentence 2
They sold a record number of [MASK] phones [SEP]

Label
IsNext

Sentence 1
[CLS] Apple had a great [MASK] quarter [SEP]

Sentence 2
Many died during COVID since [MASK] of March [SEP]

Label
NotNext
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Attention based context distributions – CLS token is used during fine-tuning.
50

Apple had a great quarterthird[CLS] [SEP]
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Sentiment Classification Intuition
51

Classification – Supervised Task on top of Pre-trained BERT

Apple had a great quarterthird[CLS]

Class Label

0
2
…

511

Neutral

Positive

Negative

Learned during
Fine Tuning

Weights
W0, w1, w2,…, w511
W0, w1, w2,…, w511
W0, w1, w2,…, w511

CLS Token Class Vector
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Transformer Network – Language Understanding

Multi-Head
Attention

Add & Norm

Input
Embedding

Output
Embedding

Feed
Forward

Add & Norm

Masked
Multi-Head
Attention

Add & Norm

Multi-Head
Attention

Add & Norm

Feed
Forward

Add & Norm

Linear

Softmax

Inputs

Outputs (shifted right)
Apple had a great quarter

Apple [ 2443,… ] … … …

Keys & Values

Query

Attention(Q, K, V) = Softmax 𝑄𝑄𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇

𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘
𝑣𝑣

BERT: Bidirectional
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Earnings Call transcript sections

Presentation and Q&A

During Q&A would have fewer scripted remarks based on

analyst questions.

Playing Favorites paper by HBS Lauren Cohen and Dong Lou.

Firms that call on more favorable analysts experience more

negative future earnings surprises and more future earnings

restatements. [ Metadata Tagging – Analysts vs Estimates ]

30,000 MSCI USA Transcripts

Q & A
Management adapts quickly to how transcripts are taken by

the market during earnings call.

Several London based executive coaches purchases earnings

call transcripts to coach executives how to behave during

earnings call.

Management controls what happens during prepared

remarks.

30,000 MSCI USA Transcripts

Presentation

Source: https://dash.harvard.edu/bitstream/handle/1/11508220/14-021.pdf



History of Natural Language Processing (NLP)
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